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We discuss the synthesis of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene by catalytic chemical vapour deposition (CCVD) and plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD), summarising the state-of-the-art understanding of mechanisms controlling their growth rate, chiral angle, number of layers (walls), diameter, length and quality (defects), before presenting a new model for 2D nucleation of a graphene sheet from amorphous carbon on a nickel surface. Although many groups have modelled this process using a variety of techniques, we ask whether there are any complementary ideas emerging from the different proposed growth mechanisms, and whether different modelling techniques can give the same answers for a given mechanism. Subsequently, by comparing the results of tight-binding, semi-empirical molecular orbital theory and reactive bond order force field calculations, we demonstrate that graphene on crystalline Ni(111) is thermodynamically stable with respect to the corresponding amorphous metal and carbon structures. Finally, we show in principle how a complementary heterogeneous nucleation step may play a key role in the transformation from amorphous carbon to graphene on the metal surface. We conclude that achieving the conditions under which this complementary crystallisation process can occur may be a promising method to gain better control over the growth processes of both graphene from flat metal surfaces and CNTs from catalyst nanoparticles.
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Introduction

The first single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) were synthesised by high temperature techniques (e.g. laser ablation and arc discharge), all of which involve a metal catalyst. In these methods, carbon and transition metal (TM) elements (such as Co, Ni, Fe, etc.) are vapourised at temperatures above 3000 K and then condensed at lower temperatures in an inert gas (He or Ar) flow. SWCNTs and multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) are now commonly produced by catalytic chemical vapour deposition (CCVD) at much lower temperatures, ranging from 600–1300 K, or by plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD), in which the gas is not activated by high temperatures as in thermal CVD, but rather by applying a sufficiently strong voltage, causing gas breakdown. There is currently great interest in adapting these techniques for production of high-quality single- and few-layer graphene. Here, we restrict our attention to CNTs and graphene produced by CVD methods, which are widely used due to their low cost and ease of scaling to industrial production. We begin by briefly reviewing existing experimental CVD synthesis methods and proposed mechanisms for nucleation and growth, before summarizing previous computational work. We then conclude with a comparative analysis of our own recent simulation results of carbon on nickel, based on which we propose a complementary heterogeneous nucleation step for the transformation of amorphous carbon to graphene on the metal surface.

Experimental CVD synthesis methods

For 50 years, the formation of filamentous carbon by catalytic decomposition of gases has been intensively studied, mainly due to its role in industrial chemical processes. Much effort has since been devoted to adapting CCVD methods to the synthesis of SWCNTs, MWCNTs, and lately graphene. In the case of CNTs, it is known that the nanotube grows from a TM nanoparticle that is either attached to a substrate, often silica or alumina, or floating in a gas phase reactor. Depending on the growth temperature, different products are obtained. Although there is no absolute rule, the general tendency is to obtain MWCNTs at medium temperatures (between 600 and 1000 K) and SWCNTs at higher temperatures (between 900 and 1300 K) although there are some exceptions to this discussed below. The process is complex, but it is accepted that the metal nanoparticle acts as a catalyst to favour the decomposition of the carbon-bearing precursor (typically C₂H₅, C₂H₆, CH₄ or alcohols). The nanoparticle also serves as a heterogeneous surface on which the initial nanotube cap can grow, leading to the formation of long tubes. In the case of graphene, for metals with low carbon solubility such as Cu, nucleation is initiated at impurities or defects on the metal surface, and growth proceeds from the edges of the nascent sheet, typically leading to single- or few-layer graphene. For metals with higher carbon solubility, such as Ni, the dominant mechanism is surface segregation and precipitation of dissolved carbon, typically leading to multi-layer graphene.

Although the products obtained from the medium temperature methods have a lower quality (as measured by their crystalline order) than those produced by the high temperature regimes, there are some exceptions to this discussed below.
routes, the CCVD method has numerous advantages especially in terms of control of the growth conditions. In the case of CNTs, growth can be precisely localised using a lithographically patterned catalyst. In this respect, vertically-oriented SWCNT carpets or forests grown by CCVD have received enormous attention because of their suitability in a number of important technological applications. To promote growth and avoid any poisoning effect that prevents it, water has been used as a protective agent against coating by amorphous carbon. The development of water-assisted CCVD growth (also referred to as super growth) revealed that the activity and lifetime of the metal catalysts are enhanced by introducing a limited amount of H$_2$O, resulting in the fast growth of highly dense and vertically aligned SWCNT carpets of high purity.

The number of variables involved in CCVD synthesis is quite significant (e.g., temperature, pressure, catalyst composition, and nature of feedstock or substrate). Efficient catalysts such as Fe, Co and Ni and alloys have often been selected empirically. When liquid, these metals can dissolve large amounts of carbon. Upon solidification, they undergo an almost complete segregation, although what dissolved carbon remains may be significant for the synthesis mechanism. These properties have been applied to the synthesis of carbon fibres. How this applies to CCVD synthesis of CNTs and graphene, however, is still not fully explained. According to Deck and Vecchio, efficient catalysts for CCVD should have non-zero but limited (0.5–1.5 wt %) carbon solubility in the solid bulk state. Nevertheless, it seems possible to grow SWCNTs on noble metals, or even non-metallic nanoparticles. Similarly, single-layer graphene can be grown on copper substrates despite its low carbon solubility. The temperature, pressure and composition of the gaseous reactants flow must also be optimised according to the catalyst decomposition reaction considered. For instance, CCVD synthesis of SWNTs at exceptionally low temperatures (down to 623 K) has been reported using low partial pressures of acetylene. The gas pressure and feeding rate are reported to have an impact on the diameter distribution of the SWCNTs. Similarly, both experimental and modelling studies have shown a strong dependence of Cu-catalysed graphene nucleation on the pressure of hydrogen and carbon feedstock gases. Finally, it should be noted that even the substrate can have an important role. Although the growth of CNT forests on metallic substrates has been demonstrated, the catalyst and CNTs are usually on insulating support layers such as SiO$_2$ or Al$_2$O$_3$. This latter is known to make the production of dense carpets of vertically aligned SWCNTs possible.

Accurately controlling the location, diameter, chiral angle and length of SWCNTs produced by CCVD is one of the critical issues for an effective use of the unique properties of these nanoscale objects in many applications such as electronic devices. Using CCVD synthesis, it would be highly desirable to obtain structural control directly during the growth. Although some experimental conditions have been proven to lead to partial chirality selectivity, the reasons for this selectivity are not well understood.

In plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD), the gas is not activated by a high temperature as in thermal CCVD, but rather by applying a sufficiently strong voltage, causing gas breakdown. Indeed, this leads to the creation of a plethora of reactive species, including electrons and ions, neutral molecules, molecular radicals and atoms, and photons, in addition to the presence of electromagnetic fields. All of these factors contribute to a number of advantages of PECVD growth over thermal growth. For example, since the gas activation in PECVD does not require a high temperature, there is no high dehydrogenation barrier to be overcome, and therefore growth may be accomplished at a lower temperature. This was convincingly demonstrated by Hofmann and co-workers, who reported MWCNT growth at temperatures as low as 400 K in a dc plasma using an C$_2$H$_2$–NH$_3$ gas mixture at a pressure of 1.5 mbar. The activation energy for the growth rate on Ni was found to be 0.23 eV, which is much lower than the value of 1.2–1.5 eV typically found for thermal CCVD.

Furthermore, PECVD has also been shown to be capable of allowing the growth of freestanding, vertically aligned single-wall CNTs by Kato and co-workers. This is a direct consequence of the presence of an electric field, aligning the tubes, as also found in atomistic simulations. The formation of freestanding vertically aligned SWCNTs is not possible using thermal CCVD. Furthermore, the plasma in PECVD growth may also have an influence on the catalyst. Indeed, the plasma may induce a different surface structure, possibly resulting in epitaxial growth. This has been envisaged as a possible route for chirality-selective synthesis. Finally, the presence of etchant species in the plasma may also affect the growth. For instance, in a study by Ghonanevis et al. a narrow diameter and chirality distribution was found, which was explained by etching of larger diameter structures by the plasma. Also, Zhang and co-workers found that metallic tubes could be preferentially etched over semiconducting tubes in the case of medium diameter tubes. Recently, Neyts et al. showed that ion bombardment in a suitable energy range allows for enhanced nucleation of CNT cap due to defect healing.

In conclusion, both CCVD and PECVD methods are versatile methods for potentially large-scale production of high quality CNTs and graphene films. The key challenge in both cases is to obtain better control over the structural order and (in the case of CNTs) alignment of graphene sheet to improve properties, e.g. large area, few-layer graphene sheets and CNTs with narrow distributions of diameter and chiral angle. Although post-synthesis processing techniques exist (for example, solution-purification of CNTs), these can add additional expense to the production process, are non-scalable, and can damage or shorten the tubes. A better understanding of how synthesis process affects final structure presents the best possible opportunity for achieving a simple one-step procedure for high quality product with large yields. With this in mind, we now briefly review the existing proposed synthesis mechanisms for CNTs and graphene via CVD on metal surfaces.

**Proposed synthesis mechanisms**

The role of the catalytic metals during the synthesis of CNTs and graphene has been widely studied. Although it is not
feasible to discuss all of the published studies in full, we briefly summarise the essential details here. Several recent review articles\textsuperscript{25,31,42–49} also provide further information. In earlier times, when laser ablation\textsuperscript{50} and arc-discharge\textsuperscript{1} were the main techniques used for CNT growth, most of the growth models focused on the role of isolated metal atoms, as typified by the scooter model.\textsuperscript{28} On the other hand, Yudasaka \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{51–53} focused on the aggregate of molten carbon–metal alloy obtained from laser ablation in the early stages, and proposed a model in which a graphenic network segregates from the carbon-saturated alloy as a pathway to produce CNTs. Once the CCVD technique\textsuperscript{54–56} was shown to be a promising synthesis method for CNTs, the above concept of graphene segregation from carbon-saturated alloys has been used to explain the growth process of CNTs \textit{via} a CCVD technique as follows. In the first step, the deposition of pyrolysed C atoms or carbon source molecules (which are then catalytically decomposed) on metal nanoparticles occurs, followed by diffusion of the C atoms within the metals, and their segregation and graphenisation once the metal nanoparticle is supersaturated with carbon. This process is regarded as similar to the vapour–liquid–solid (VLS) mechanism, which was originally proposed to explain the formation of silicon whiskers\textsuperscript{57} and continuous carbon filaments.\textsuperscript{58}

Although the VLS mechanism has been widely accepted as the basis for explaining the growth of SWCNTs from catalytic metal nanoparticles, there have been several CCVD techniques reported using solid or non-metallic nanoparticles in which the VLS mechanism is not thought to apply since the nanoparticles are solid during the synthesis process. Such models may also be applicable to catalytic deposition of graphene on metallic surfaces with low carbon solubility. For example, the group of Homma successfully synthesised SWCNTs \textit{via} the CCVD technique using semiconductors, such as SiC, Ge and Si nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{9} Page \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{79} then proposed a vapour–solid–solid (VSS) model for the growth of SWCNTs from SiO\textsubscript{2} nanoparticles on the basis of computer simulation results, in which a solid SiC shell is formed at the surface of the SiO\textsubscript{2} nanoparticle and continued addition of carbon to the surface leads to the formation of the CNTs. On the other hand, a surface-mediated growth mechanism was proposed by Hofmann \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{26,68} in which the carbon atoms diffuse over the surface of the solid Ni particle instead of bulk diffusion in the liquid nanoparticle. Recently, the initial cap formation process has been directly observed \textit{via} \textit{in situ} environmental transmission electron microscopy (TEM).\textsuperscript{71,72}

Since the VLS/VSS models provide no explicit information on how the synthesis mechanisms operate at the atomic scale, there is still much debate about this issue. In particular, the term ‘epitaxy’ is often used to describe the interaction between the graphene network and the catalyst surface. While epitaxy is only strictly possible in the case of a solid catalyst (VSS model), there is some evidence to suggest that, even for a liquid catalyst (VLS model), certain specific surface ordering may affect the structure of CNTs and graphene grown on metal surfaces. For example, Zhu and co-workers\textsuperscript{63} analysed transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of SWCNTs seeded from catalytic cobalt nanoparticles and concluded that the chirality of the SWCNT relates to the angle of the step-edge on the Co(111)\textsubscript{fcc} plane of the catalytic nanoparticle with respect to the growth direction of SWCNT. Koziol \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{59} focused on the orientational relationship between the nanotube layer and an iron carbide catalyst particle in MWCNTs grown by a CCVD technique, and discussed the importance of reconstruction of the surface layers of the carbide particle in contact with the growing end of the tubes. Moreover, Ding \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{84} focused on the axial screw dislocation in the CNT and proposed that the growth rate is proportional to the Burgers vector of dislocation, and therefore to the chiral angle of CNTs. Recent measurements of growth rates by \textit{in situ} Raman spectroscopy appear to confirm this prediction, and suggest the importance of growth stage in determining distribution of chiral angle.\textsuperscript{65} Although the mechanism of control is not yet fully resolved, the atomic structure of the contacting edge or surface of the CNT to the metal nanoparticle should affect the chiral angle of CNTs. Previous studies have demonstrated that graphene with a commensurate orientational relationship with close-packed metal surfaces can have significant barriers to translational motion.\textsuperscript{66} Therefore, the possibility of 1D edge or 2D planar ‘epitaxy’ between the graphene network and catalytic metals may be important even in liquid nanoparticles where such effects are transient and not related to the bulk structure of the particle.

The epitaxy between the graphene network and crystalline metal surfaces is also thought to play an important role in the growth of the graphene \textit{via} a CCVD process. Although such epitaxy has been suggested in the field of surface science prior to the discovery of CNTs and graphene,\textsuperscript{67,68} recently, the epitaxial growth of the single- or few-layers of graphene on close-packed metal surfaces has become a reality using various metals such as Ir,\textsuperscript{69} Ni,\textsuperscript{70–72} Cu,\textsuperscript{73} Co (ref. 71) and Ru.\textsuperscript{74} Regarding the growth mechanism, low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM) revealed nucleation and subsequent growth processes of the graphene on the metal surface,\textsuperscript{74} in which the nucleation starts at impurities or defects at the metal surface such as steps and bumps.\textsuperscript{93} Therefore, the enhancement of crystallinity of the metal surface decreases the nucleation density, which results in the formation of the large single-crystalline graphene.\textsuperscript{75} Moreover, Li and co-workers\textsuperscript{76} used carbon isotope labelling to track carbon atoms during the graphene growth on Ni and Cu surface and proposed two formation paths for the graphene growth: carbon diffusion, segregation and precipitation for the Ni (high carbon solubility metal) and surface adsorption and edge growth on the Cu (low carbon solubility metal). However, a recent modelling study by Neyts \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{77} has suggested that single layer graphene deposition on Ni is theoretically possible under high flux conditions. The effect of the carbon diffusion into Ni layers on the graphene growth is also discussed on the basis of a kinetic model\textsuperscript{77} and, in relation to the discussion of carbon solubility in metals, it is useful to apply knowledge from the field metallurgy.\textsuperscript{78}

Some open questions and challenges are as follows. Are the existing models sufficient to explain how control over the growth process may be achieved? None of the models proposed to date gives a full description of the growth process, starting
from nucleation through continuous growth through to termination, including the action of catalyst. Is full control over the growth process possible, even in principle, given the high temperatures involved and disordered structure of catalyst surface or bulk of particles? The answers to these questions have important implications for high quality commercial production necessary for device applications, in particular the manufacture of square-centimetre area continuous sheets of single layer graphene, and SWCNTs exceeding one micron in length with uniform chiral angle and negligible defect concentrations.

**Review of modelling methods and previous applications to graphene and CNT growth**

We classify the modelling methods used for studying graphene and CNT growth into three main categories: *ab initio* (or first principles), semi-empirical and empirical, based on the stage at which data from experiment and/or lower level theory are introduced to determine any free parameters in the Hamiltonian. Of course, such a division is somewhat ambiguous, and often more than one type of method is employed to tackle situations in which phenomena occur over multiple time and length scales. Nevertheless, it serves as a convenient framework in which to discuss previous modelling studies.

So-called *ab initio* or first principles methods, based on Molecular Orbital (MO) or Density Functional Theory (DFT) formulations of quantum chemistry (QC), have been widely used to study theoretically the carbon–metal interaction due to their ability to describe different bonding environments at an electronic level. On the other hand, essentially because of the large computational cost of these approaches, direct *ab initio* studies of the nucleation or growth of CNTs are rather scarce. For this reason, tight-binding\(^{80}\) or semi-empirical molecular orbital methods\(^ {82}\) are often used, in which certain approximations (requiring parameterization) are made to simplify the calculation of electronic interactions. Since they still possess an intrinsically quantum mechanical character, they can describe correctly the bonding in a carbon–metal system and can handle a few hundreds of atoms evolving over a period of a few hundred picoseconds. However, in order to model thousands or millions of atoms over tens or hundreds of nanoseconds, it is necessary to eliminate a direct treatment of electrons altogether by moving to empirical bond-order type potentials, such as Finnis–Sinclair\(^ {48,81}\) (for metals), Brenner\(^ {84,85}\) (for hydrocarbons) or ReaxFF\(^ {86}\) (for both), whose form is justified by the second moment expansion of tight-binding potential.

**First principles modelling methods**

An important first step is to check the reliability of MO or DFT-based methods to correctly account for carbon–metal interactions. Discrepancies were noticed for small clusters,\(^ {87-89}\) but DFT was later shown to give reliable heats of solution and diffusion barriers for C in Ni.\(^ {90-91}\) The interaction of individual C atoms or dimers has been widely studied on different TMs (Ni, Co, Fe, Pd) and noble metals (Cu, Ag, Au), possibly relevant for nanotube growth.\(^ {92-98}\) Different surface or subsurface sites have been considered, and C adsorption or incorporation in metal is generally less favourable than C incorporation in an infinite graphene layer. The stability difference is of the order of 1 eV per C atom for the adsorption of a C atom on Ni, Pd and Pt, and in the 2–4 eV per C atom range for Cu, Ag and Au. For Ni and Co, semi-octahedral (100) surface and subsurface sites are more favourable for C atoms than compact (111) facets. Adsorbed carbon dimers are found to be more stable on noble metal surfaces than individual atoms,\(^ {99}\) and tight-binding calculations showed that dimers can also be stabilised in neighbouring subsurface sites of Ni.\(^ {99}\) Summarizing these results, one can conclude that the interaction of C with late TMs is strong but leads to limited carbon solubility and less effective catalytic properties, while it is even stronger, favouring carbide formation (which may in some cases be detrimental for catalysis) for early TMs.

For high catalytic activity, having atomic carbon interacting with metal in the correct energy range is a necessary condition, but not the full story. To sustain CNT growth, one has to avoid two major causes of growth termination. The first one is the closure of the nanotube open end in contact with the catalyst. As pointed out by Ding *et al.*,\(^ {100}\) clusters of Fe, Ni and Co, that are known as efficient catalysts for CNT growth, interact more strongly with CNT edges than Au, Cu and Pd, and effectively prevent the tube closure and detachment. The second one is the encapsulation of the catalyst nanoparticle by graphene-like carbon layers, forming onions. Such a situation depends not only on the growth conditions, but also on the adhesion energy of the graphene layer with the metal catalyst. This problem has essentially been studied within the context of graphene growth where it is of crucial importance since too large an electronic coupling between the metal substrate and the graphene layer will strongly affect the peculiar electronic properties of the latter. As discussed by Batzill,\(^ {101}\) a linear dispersion at the Dirac point is observed for Cu, Ag, Au, Ir and Pt, indicating an electronic decoupling between the metal and the graphene layer, while the separation between them is around 3 Å, characteristic of a weak, van-der-Waals-like interaction. On the other hand Co, Ni, Ru, Rh and Re show a stronger interaction and shorter separations. DFT-based calculations, for example those described in review by Wintterlin and Bocquet,\(^ {102}\) are pushed close to their limits due to their neglect of non-local electronic contributions to the bonding. The crudest Local Density Approximation (LDA) generally results in overbinding, while the various Generalised Gradient Approximations (GGA) sometimes find no binding at all.\(^ {103,104}\) Recent contributions have tackled this difficult problem of including non-local effects in the calculations, either via a “van der Waals functional”,\(^ {105}\) or using the Random Phase Approximation (RPA).\(^ {103,106}\) As shown in Fig. 1, the different methods disagree on the presence, depth and number of energetic minima, which complicates the interpretation of the growth mechanism. However, recently, the group of Irle and Morokuma performed quantum chemical molecular dynamics simulation on the evolution of graphene network and showed that step edge or molecular template has an important role of the graphene formation.\(^ {107}\) They also demonstrated the
formation of a carbon precursor beneath a Ni(111) step-edge in the case of high sub-surface carbon concentrations.\textsuperscript{106}

With regard to CNT growth studies, \textit{ab initio} calculations have been used from an early stage to support growth models, including those with metal catalysts. Maiti et al.\textsuperscript{107,108} calculated \textit{ab initio} the electric field required to stabilise growth of an open-ended CNT. A number of similar studies subsequently followed, either to calculate carbon cap stability,\textsuperscript{109} or growth mechanisms in the absence of catalysts.\textsuperscript{110,111} Chartier et al.\textsuperscript{112} showed that the open end of a SWCNT spontaneously closes in the absence of a metal catalyst while the open end of a double wall tube is stabilised by the lip–lip interaction between the tubes. Comparing the interaction of a Ni atom with armchair or zigzag tube edges, Lee et al.\textsuperscript{113} concluded that the former would be energetically favoured, a similar result to that of Ding et al.\textsuperscript{114} who proposed a growth model based on dislocation theory, discussed earlier and supported by DFT calculations. Nucleation mechanisms of a carbon cap on a Ni surface were proposed by Fan et al.\textsuperscript{115} Because of its utmost importance, the chirality issue has been addressed by DFT calculations.\textsuperscript{115,116} These calculations correspond to highly idealised situations that may not be representative of the actual growth conditions. In particular, the growth dynamics corresponding to successive incorporation of C atoms is not at all taken into account in the above cited works. We should note that the average growth rate is actually extremely slow, less than 1 nm per second as observed by Lin et al.,\textsuperscript{117} as compared to the time scale that can be spanned by Molecular Dynamics (MD), typically 100 ps for currently affordable DFT-based calculations and 100 ns for classical MD on carbon–metal systems. Nevertheless, insightful results could be gained from direct attempts to simulate elementary growth processes by DFT-based MD, a selection of which are illustrated in Fig. 2. Gavillet et al.\textsuperscript{118} found evidence for carbon segregation upon cooling down a Co–C liquid cluster (Fig. 2a), and could observe the diffusion of carbon towards the edge of a carbon cap sitting on a Co surface, thus supporting a root growth mechanism. Later on, Raty et al.\textsuperscript{119} observed the carbon diffusion on a Fe\textsubscript{55} cluster (Fig. 2b), leading to sp\textsuperscript{2} carbon structures forming a cap that weakly adheres to its surface and can lift off. Interestingly, this calculation does not indicate any diffusion of C inside the Fe nanoparticle. Whether this finding is realistic or is an artefact of the very short time scale (10 ps) of the simulation, the neglect of spin polarization for Fe, or even the use of a “magic size” cluster with a special stability is not yet established. More recently, Kim et al.\textsuperscript{120} have used QC MD simulations to show that zigzag SWCNTs are significantly inferior in maintaining their chirality during growth compared to armchair SWCNTs.

\textbf{Semi-empirical modelling methods}

In the semi-phenomenological tight-binding scheme, it is conventional to split the total energy of the system into two parts: a band structure term (attractive contribution) that describes the formation of an energy band when atoms are put together, and a repulsive term that empirically accounts for the ionic and electronic repulsion.\textsuperscript{121,122} Such models depend on adjustable parameters to build the Hamiltonian matrix of the interactions and to describe the empirical repulsive term that is always present. All parameters are usually fitted to \textit{ab initio} or experimental data. This fitting procedure is complex and difficult, thus limiting the number of groups developing such models, especially for a carbon–metal system.

To avoid treating the full complex binary system within a tight-binding scheme (TMs such as Fe, Co, or Ni and C) at the first stage, the pioneering works in this area were focused on modelling the non-catalytic growth of CNTs. As an example, extensive MD simulations based on the tight-binding (TB) formalism have been performed to study the cap formation processes suggesting that the growth of armchair nanotubes is energetically more favourable than zigzag tubes.\textsuperscript{123} In addition, Zhang and Crespi have proposed a mechanism for SWCNT nucleation based on the rolling of a pre-existing graphene double layer into a tube.\textsuperscript{124}

To go beyond this stage, a few groups have developed specific TB potentials for TMs, carbon and TM carbides in order to...
simulate the nucleation and growth mechanisms of SWCNTs. As mentioned above, the price to pay is generally rather high in terms of parameters to be fitted and of computational cost. In this respect, Andriotos et al., have developed a self-consistent TB-MD method to incorporate effects of charge transfer efficiently into the parameters.125 According to their calculations, the Ni atom repairs defects in the nanotube, binds to the defect, and then catalyses the incorporation of a gas phase carbon atom to anneal the Ni-stabilised defects, freeing the Ni atom to be available to migrate to a new defect site,126 as shown in Fig. 3a. One can also mention the group of Irle and Morokuma, who have employed a DFT–TB method for the carbon–metal system and revealed the evolution of hexagonal network at the wall of the open-ended (5,5) nanotube or the carbon cap in contact with an Fe cluster,127–129 as shown in Fig. 3b. An alternative approach related to self-consistent TB is the semi-empirical molecular orbital (SEMO) method,82 based on the neglect of diatomic differential overlap (NDDO) approximation, and originally developed for main group elements.130 However, recent parameterization for d-block elements, such as in the AM1* (ref. 131) and PM6 (ref. 132) Hamiltonians, has enabled the use of such methods for studying fullerene-encapsulated metal nanoclusters133 relevant to catalytic CNT growth. The results from such models for TMs such as cobalt and nickel134 compares favourably with DFT calculations on TM–organic complexes135 using hybrid functionals at a fraction of the computational cost.

A simpler and much less computationally demanding TB scheme was derived has been proposed,136 where the recursion method has been used to calculate the local electronic density of states on each site. Using Monte Carlo simulations in the grand canonical ensemble (GCMC), the nucleation of SWCNTs in the particular case of Ni catalyst was explained,137 as shown in Fig. 3c. More recently, the formation of graphene from carbon atoms diffusing on a Ni surface has also been demonstrated.138 The role of the nanoparticle catalyst is to confine C atoms close to its surface (C2 dimers are found stable in subsurface region89), until a critical surface concentration is reached, where chains and then sp2 carbon structures, weakly interacting with the surface, become more stable and nucleation takes place. Recently, the healing mechanisms of defected carbon structures has been discussed in the case of graphene sheet139 and also nanotubes140 leading to perfect tube with a well-defined chirality.

**Empirical modelling methods**

Besides the simulations described above, based on quantum mechanics, classical atomistic simulations have also been performed to study CNT growth. The first classical MD simulations were carried out by Shibuta and co-workers, based on their own bond-order potential,141–144 and illustrated in Fig. 4b. The effect of pressure on the nucleation and growth was studied, concluding that an optimum carbon addition rate must exist for SWCNT nucleation to take place. Conversely, when too high a C addition rate was used, the formation of an amorphous network covering the catalyst surface was observed.144 The same authors also studied the effect of the catalyst particle size on the growth, concluding that a minimum size is required for SWCNT

---

**Fig. 3** Comparison of cap and tube structures generated by empirical force field methods: (a) growth of a 13 nm long SWCNT at 600 K from hypothetical catalyst particle with a work of adhesion of 50 meV per C atom (adapted with permission from Ribas et al.148), (b) Fe-catalysed SWCNT growth using DFTB (adapted with permission from Ohta et al.148), and (c) Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations showing the nucleation of a cap from Ni nanoparticle (adapted with permission from Amara et al.147).

**Fig. 4** Comparison of cap and tube structures generated by empirical force field methods: (a) growth of a 13 nm long SWCNT at 600 K from hypothetical catalyst particle with a work of adhesion of 50 meV per C atom (adapted with permission from Ribas et al.148), (b) growth of SWCNT cap structure with well-defined (12,4) chiral indices (adapted with permissions from Neys et al.146), (c) nucleation and growth of a SWCNT on the surface of an iron carbide cluster at 1000 K (adapted with permission from Ding et al.146), (d) growth of SWCNT cap structure with well-defined (12,4) chiral indices towards (7,7) as highlighted by red portion of tube (adapted with permission from Neys et al.146).
nucleation.\textsuperscript{143} This was later confirmed by simulations performed by Ding and co-workers, employing a different interatomic potential,\textsuperscript{144} as shown in Fig. 4c. Indeed, below a certain threshold particle size, the curvature energy is too high for a SWCNT cap to nucleate.

Ding \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{145} also studied the effect of temperature on the growth. It was found that a temperature gradient is not required for SWCNT growth to take place on small nanoparticles. Also, it was found that carbon diffusion mostly occurs \textit{via} surface diffusion at low temperatures and, at higher temperatures, through the bulk of the particle\textsuperscript{146} in agreement with experimental results from Hofmann and co-workers.\textsuperscript{28} Balbuena and co-workers modified the Shibuta potential to further study the nucleation process.\textsuperscript{147} A large number of MD simulations were carried out by the same group to investigate the interaction between the growing carbon network and the catalytic particle.\textsuperscript{148,149} These authors concluded that either a low work of adhesion, fast carbon diffusion, or a high temperature is required for SWCNT growth to occur, as illustrated in Fig. 4a.

Employing the ReaxFF bond-order potential, Neyts and co-workers studied the effect of longer time scale effects on the growth process, by coupling a Monte Carlo method to the MD model.\textsuperscript{150,151} It was found that far less defective structures than those typically obtained in pure MD simulations could be obtained. In fact, these simulations constituted the first simulations in which a tube with specific chiral angle could be obtained, as shown in Fig. 4d. Furthermore, evolution of chiral indices towards high angle configurations was found,\textsuperscript{152} as shown in Fig. 4e, confirming earlier predictions that near-armchair structures are preferred.\textsuperscript{180} Others have also studied the formation of graphene on metal surfaces using molecular dynamics simulation with the ReaxFF potential\textsuperscript{153} or the Morse-type potential.\textsuperscript{154} Neyts \textit{et al.} recently also used the ReaxFF potential to investigate PECVD specific effects on SWCNT growth. In agreement with the experimental results of Kato and co-workers,\textsuperscript{29} it was found that applying a suitable electric field strength results in the growth of vertically aligned SWCNTs.\textsuperscript{31} Finally, Neyts \textit{et al.} also found that ion bombardment in a suitable energy range enhances SWCNT cap formation, again in agreement with experimental results.\textsuperscript{30}

**Comparative modelling of graphene stability on Ni(111) surface**

Having reviewed the current state of the art in modelling of graphene and CNT growth, we now present the results from our own comparative modelling study in order to answer two fundamental questions: (i) is it possible to achieve ‘epitaxial’-like stabilization of graphene on the surface of bulk metals or nanoparticles, even at temperatures where these are either highly disordered or liquid, and (ii) given the differences between modelling methodologies discussed in previous section, can these methods give consistent predictions regarding such a mechanism?

We have chosen for our model system the adsorption of a 2D quasi-periodic carbon sheet, in amorphous and crystalline forms, onto flat Ni surfaces generated from an amorphous melt and the close-packed (111) facet of an fcc Ni-crystal. This choice was made in order to eliminate complications of excessive C dissolution in metal, carbide formation and curvature effects from using nanoparticle, although such effects may be present in real systems. The computational methods used to optimise the system are the reactive bond order potential of Shibuta and Maruyama,\textsuperscript{155} the ReaxFF potential\textsuperscript{80} employing the parameterisation by Mueller \textit{et al.},\textsuperscript{156} the tight-binding potential of Amara \textit{et al.},\textsuperscript{157} and the AM1* semi-empirical molecular orbital Hamiltonian.\textsuperscript{158,159} Due to the systems sizes involved (300 Ni atoms, 100 C atoms), and the averaging required in systems with amorphous Ni/C, it was not feasible to carry out the required number of calculations using DFT to enable a full comparative analysis.

It is important to understand that the different modelling methodologies employed will produce different structures upon minimisation of the total energy. Strictly, the enthalpy of formation, $\Delta H$, specified per carbon atom, $n(C)$, by eqn (1.1), is defined between reactants (isolated C and Ni) and products (C + Ni in association) in their lowest enthalpy states, which are calculated from the structures optimised using each method, $H_{opt}$. However, since these structures are all slightly different, it is problematic to compare directly their enthalpies of formation. This applies especially for amorphous structures, but is also the case for the simplest example of graphene on crystalline nickel. Therefore, we have also computed the interaction energies, $\Delta E$, specified per carbon atom, $n(C)$, by eqn (1.2), of identical structures, all optimised using ReaxFF, calculated from single-point energies, $E_{SP}$, using the different methods of the C + Ni complexes relative to crystalline Ni and graphene structures. This allows for a fairer comparison of the relative stability of the same structures predicted by the different methods.

\begin{equation}
\Delta H = \frac{H_{opt}(C + Ni) - [H_{opt}(C) + H_{opt}(Ni)]}{n(C)} \quad (1.1)
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\Delta E = \frac{E_{SP}(C + Ni) - [E_{SP}(C) + E_{SP}(Ni)]}{n(C)} \quad (1.2)
\end{equation}

Fig. 5a shows a section of graphene sheet (100 C atoms, periodic in x-y plane) adsorbed on a crystalline Ni(111) surface (300 atoms, periodic in x-y plane, 6 layers in thickness, with lowest 3 layers hidden for clarity) in two different low energy configurations: hollow site (Rosei) and top fcc site. In Fig. 5b and c, the interaction energy (defined by eqn (1.2)) for each configuration is displayed as a function of separation between graphene and Ni surface for the four different methods. In each case, the only degree of freedom allowed for the graphene–Ni complex is the separation between centres of C and Ni atoms in 1st nearest layer, with all other relative atomic positions and orientations fixed by optimisation with ReaxFF method. Despite this, it can be seen from Fig. 5b and c that there is a wide range of relative energies, although all methods predict a stable bound state for the complex in both hollow and top fcc site configurations.

Apart from the bond order potential of Shibuta and Maruyama,\textsuperscript{155} all methods predict that the top fcc site configuration...
for graphene on Ni(111) is more energetically favourable than the hollow site configuration, with an optimum separation between the graphene sheet and metal surface ranging from 2.1 to 2.4 Å, in good agreement with DFT results shown in Fig. 1. Although the optimum separations predicted by the bond order potential are unphysically small, the top fcc site configuration is still lower in energy than hollow site configuration for separations greater than 2.2 Å. The binding energies at optimum separations for the top fcc site configuration range from 200 to 800 meV per C atom, depending on method used, which is somewhat higher than those predicted from DFT, although the lower limit (from fully optimised ReaxFF structure) is rather close to that from LDA functional. In general, there is better agreement between the energies predicted by four different methods for the top fcc site configuration than the hollow site configuration, and so the former was chosen as reference state for graphene on crystalline Ni for comparison with amorphous Ni (aC + aNi), amorphous C on crystalline Ni (aC + cNi), and amorphous carbon on amorphous Ni (aNi) structures.

Fig. 6 shows example configurations of C–Ni systems optimised with ReaxFF, with (a)–(d) top views and (e)–(h) side views: (a) and (e) graphene on Ni(111) in top fcc configuration, (b) and (f) amorphous C (one of 10 configurations) on Ni(111), (c) and (g) graphene on amorphous Ni (one of 10 configurations) and (d) and (h) amorphous C (one of 10 configurations) on amorphous Ni (one of 3 configurations). Carbon bonds are indicated in yellow, whereas cNi atoms in (a)–(b) and (e)–(f) are coloured according to distance of layers from carbon sheet according to key in Fig. 5a, and aNi atoms in (c)–(d) and (g)–(h) are coloured blue-grey.

Fig. 5 shows example configurations of C–Ni systems (optimised using ReaxFF) used for comparative analysis of stability, where Fig. 6a and e correspond to graphene on crystalline Ni (hereafter referred to as Gra + cNi), Fig. 6b and f correspond to amorphous carbon on crystalline Ni (aC + cNi), Fig. 6c and g correspond to graphene on amorphous Ni (Gra + aNi), and Fig. 6d and h correspond to amorphous carbon on amorphous Ni (aC + aNi). A number of graphene structures with high defect densities were generated by performing TB GCMC simulations at 2500 K. For the present case, the carbon chemical potential chosen to obtain amorphous carbon (aC) was around −2.0 eV atom −1. Under such conditions, defects have a very high probability to be formed, and generally correspond to non-hexagonal cycles. Since there are a great many possible structures with a similar defect density, the results for aC + cNi were averaged over 10 independent aC configurations to avoid bias. The amorphous Ni (aNi) structures were generated by liquefying a crystalline Ni(111) surface using force-biased MC at 5000 K in order to remove any long-range order, followed by an MD quench at 1 K and energy minimisation. Again, to avoid any bias in selection, the results for Gra + aNi structures were averaged over 3 independent aNi configurations, and those for aC + cNi over 30 independent configurations (i.e. 10 × 3, for aC and aNi structures, respectively). It can be seen from Fig. 6f–h that the aC and graphene structures contain significant out-of-plane distortions compared to graphene on crystalline Ni(111).
The data in Fig. 8 also appear less scattered than those in Fig. 7, indicating more stable structures optimised by ReaxFF were calculated using each method, without further optimisation, by eqn (1.1) of the structures optimised by ReaxFF were counteracted. This suggests that the interaction energies (defined as to minimise the root-mean square deviation (RMSD) between the aC network predicted by ReaxFF and TB methods on aNi (Fig. 8b) than on cNi (Fig. 8a), as might be expected due to the higher overall disorder on the amorphous metal surface.

Despite the close agreement between some of the structures relaxed using the different methods, it is possible that the trends observed in Fig. 7 are affected by any remaining differences. In order to check this, the interaction energies (defined by eqn (1.1)) of the structures optimised by ReaxFF were calculated using each method, without further optimisation, and plotted in Fig. 9. They show a similar trend to those in Fig. 7 (with results for ReaxFF being identical), namely that the Gra + cNi structure (in either top fcc or hollow site configuration) is more stable than any other combination of Gra/cNi or cNi/aNi. The data in Fig. 9 also appear less scattered than those in Fig. 7, which is due to the greater consistency between the structures used to calculate the energies. However, since none of the structures are minimised with respect to any other method apart from ReaxFF, then the results in Fig. 9 cannot be used to draw any quantitative conclusions about their relative thermodynamic stability. Nevertheless, both Fig. 7 and 9 confirm the robustness of prediction that there is a strong driving force to convert aC to graphene, even on a disordered Ni surface.

From thermodynamic considerations, discussed above, we therefore expect that amorphous carbon deposited on a TM particle will spontaneously begin to graphenise, via a series of intermediate structures (e.g. chains, rings or sp² carbon assemblies) that will depend on the available kinetic pathways and chemical potential, and this in turn will stabilise the formation of a crystalline metal facet in contact with the nascent graphene layer. Once a fully graphenised layer is formed in contact with the Ni(111) surface, this structure is then.

aC structures ranges from −0.6 to −1.4 eV per C atom, which would favour the formation of the crystalline structures even at the high temperatures present in CVD synthesis. For example, at 1300 K, any negative configurational or vibrational entropy changes would have to exceed 100 J mol⁻¹ K⁻¹ in order to counteract the favourable enthalpy change. We are therefore confident that our predictions of relative thermodynamic stability from optimisation at zero Kelvin are still relevant to the conditions for in situ CVD synthesis. Of course, there may well be kinetic barriers that strongly affect the rate of graphenisation, but we do not consider these explicitly here.

The results in Fig. 7 from ReaxFF and TB potential agree remarkably well, which is mainly due to the close correspondence between the aC structures predicted by each method after full structural optimisation. Fig. 8 shows a comparison of aC structures from ReaxFF and TB optimised on both cNi (Fig. 8a) and aNi (Fig. 8b), where the two structures have been aligned so as to minimise the root-mean square deviation (RMSD) between the sets of C and Ni atoms. There is a slightly larger difference between the aC network predicted by ReaxFF and TB methods on aNi (Fig. 8b) than on cNi (Fig. 8a), as might be expected due to the higher overall disorder on the amorphous metal surface.
thermodynamically stable against reversion to the amorphous structures of either phase. The question naturally arises as to the minimum size of graphene flake that is thermodynamically stable against reversion to amorphous carbon, i.e. a critical nucleus.

This can be addressed by constructing an expression for the work of transformation, $W(a)$, of a 2D hexagonal graphene nucleus, side-length $a$, on the surface of metal, which is given by eqn (1.3):

$$W(a) = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \Delta H_A a^2 + 2\sqrt{3}a\Gamma,$$

(1.3)

where $\Delta H_A$ is the enthalpy per unit area of transforming amorphous carbon to graphene (including any surface layers of metal which co-crystallise), and $\Gamma$ is the energy per unit length of the graphene–aC interface. Such a transformation is illustrated schematically in Fig. 10a, although it should be noted that this is not an actual simulation and such events are rare on the time scale of a typical MD simulation. From the data in Fig. 7, $\Delta H_A$ can be calculated as $29.3$ eV nm$^{-2}$, and $\Gamma$ was estimated as $10$ eV nm$^{-1}$, by averaging excess energies of many aC structures relative to graphene per unit length of their perimeter. The critical values of $a$ and $W$ will then occur when $dW/da|_{a=a^*} = 0$, which leads to:

$$a^* = -\frac{2\Gamma}{\Delta H_A} W^* = \frac{2\sqrt{3} \Gamma^2}{\Delta H_A},$$

(1.4)

giving $a^* = 0.68$ nm and $W^* = 11.8$ eV per nucleus $\equiv 0.7$ eV per C atom in nucleus for above data. Of course, the precise numerical values obtained depend on the shape assumed for the nucleus (in this case, they represent lower bounds) but are reasonable in magnitude.

Note that this calculation assumes that the co-crystallisation of graphene and metal occurs spontaneously in a region close to the surface of metal particle (less than 4 layers from surface), but it does not require bulk crystallization of metal nanoparticle. It also assumes that the liquid–solid interfacial energy of metal (about $0.281$ J m$^{-2}$ for Ni (ref. 157)) is much smaller than the amorphous carbon–graphene surface energy (estimated as $4.7$ J m$^{-2}$ for stack of graphene sheets with turbostratic alignment). Although we have substituted the enthalpy for free energy in eqn (1.3), as argued above, this will be the dominant term in the transformation. The resulting size of the critical nucleus is in good agreement with kinetic arguments from Ding et al. about the number of complete pentagons (minimum of 5) required to achieve stable cap structure for continued growth of CNTs, although our argument is based on more general thermodynamic considerations and does not specify in detail the atomic structure of the nucleus. In particular, our model of complementary 2D heterogeneous nucleation could apply equally well to the formation of graphene on flat metal surface or stable CNT cap on a curved metal nanoparticle.

**Conclusions**

In summary, we have reviewed the application of a wide range of computational modelling techniques to the synthesis of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene by catalytic chemical vapour deposition (CCVD) and plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD). Although none of the models proposed to date gives a full description of the growth process, from nucleation through to termination, it is clear that they do have many consistent features and that modelling has made a significant contribution to advancing our understanding of this process. Despite the different physical assumptions underlying quantum mechanical and classical modelling techniques, there is a remarkable consistency in their predictions of the relative stability of ordered and disordered phases of carbon–metal system.

In particular, our most recent simulations shown that the principle of ‘epitaxial’ structural templating seen in the vapour–solid–solid (VSS) model for non-metallic catalyst particles can be applied even in the case of liquid metallic catalyst particles (VLS model), provided that the complementary interactions with carbon sheet are taken into account. The catalytic process is thus seen not as the formation of graphene on a static template, but rather as a means for both carbon and metal phases to lower their free energies by complementary crystallisation. Since the relative orientation of graphene sheet and ordered metal surface will strongly influence any further growth, achieving the conditions under which this

---

**Fig. 10** 2D classical nucleation model of graphene layer on crystalline facet from amorphous carbon on amorphous metal layer, showing: (a) the pre-nucleation state of aC (yellow) on aNi (blue-grey), and (b) formation of a graphene nucleus (dark blue) on an island of cNi. In (c), the work of nucleation, $W$, given by eqn (1.3), is shown as a function of nucleus size, $a$, with enthalpy of stabilization per unit area, $\Delta H_A$, taken from Fig. 7 (with energies calculated according to TB method) and aC–graphene energy per unit length, $\Gamma$, calculated from energy difference of defective graphene sheet relative to perfect graphene divided by perimeter (again, using TB). The resulting critical size of hexagonal graphene nucleus, $a^*$, and critical work of nucleation, $W^*$, are calculated from eqn (1.4).
complementary crystallisation process can occur may be a promising method to gain better control over both graphene grown from flat metal surfaces and CNTs from catalyst nanoparticles.
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